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Abstract: This paper presents an approach for the automated extraction of process
patterns from Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) models in engineering domains.
The manually extraction of process patterns (semantically described reference
building blocks) is a labor-intensive, tedious and cumbersome task. The introduced
approach comprises the three stages knowledge acquisition, process pattern
extraction and generic pattern construction that are conducted automated. The
presented approach is characterized by exploiting the implicit semantics of natural
language terms associated with EPC model elements. Semantic patterns are
employed to analyze the lexical structure of these terms and to relate them to
instances of a reference ontology. Thus semantically annotated EPC model
elements are input for subsequent process pattern extraction. The semantic
annotation allows during pattern extraction to identify process goals of EPC
functions and to organize goals into hierarchies. During generic process pattern
construction, common goals of different process patterns give rise to construct
generic process patterns.

1

Introduction

Process modeling constitutes a sophisticated and cognitive task. Reference models can
serve as templates for new models or as guidelines for comparing and validating specific
process models. [Sc98, 237] proposes the identification of patterns (structural analogies)
in existing models as a possible approach for the construction of reference models. These
patterns (in the following referred to as process patterns) are semantically described
reference building blocks including structural, behavioral and semantic information.
The automated extraction of process patterns from existing process models generates
several advantages. Using a large set of specific models for derivation of reference
models offers a detailed insight into the common and best practices of a domain [JS07].
The frequency of occurrence of process patterns enables an objective measure to
evaluate candidates for common or best practice solutions. The dependencies between
patterns can provide information on larger structures (reference models [SBK07]) or
process variants (configurable and generic adaptation of reference models [BDK07]).
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This paper introduces a novel approach that extracts process patterns automatically from
engineering processes described by EPC (Event-driven Process Chain) models. The
overall proceeding for process pattern extraction comprises the three stages (1)
Knowledge Acquisition (2) Extraction of Process Patterns and (3) Construction of
generic Process Patterns. The purpose of the knowledge acquisition step is the
elicitation of process knowledge captured in process models describing engineering
processes and to populate a process knowledge base (reference ontology) automatically.
The reference ontology provides the grounding for the extraction of semantically
described process patterns. Stage 3 addresses the construction of generic process
patterns. They represent generalized process solutions retrieved from extracted patterns.
The automated knowledge acquisition from EPC models faces the problem that an
essential part of the semantics is bound to natural language. Syntactical similarities can
be misleading; even though the difference is slight, the semantic can vary substantially.
For example, “Define Software Requirements with Customer” has a different meaning
than “Define Software Requirements for Customer”. The former expression means that
software requirements are defined in a cooperative manner with a customer; the latter
one indicates that software requirements are the output of the activity for the target group
customer. The semantic annotation of EPC models provides an adequate solution to
tackle this problem but cause the problem to determine the semantics of used lexical
terms in natural language expressions and to populate them in a knowledge base. This
can be achieved manually, but a human-driven semantic annotation of process models
remains a tedious, cumbersome task that may result in a knowledge acquisition
bottleneck. To cope with this problem, we adopt the idea of semantic patterns that is
inspired by [RS98]. They employ semantic patterns to extract a use case model from
ambiguous textual use case descriptions. Semantic patterns allow the specification of
lexical structures for EPC functions/events and its associated semantics that bridges the
gap between informal and formal representation. Further, lexical structures assist in
tackling the problem of expressing same or similar knowledge in a different syntactical
manner.
The paper is structured as follows. The upcoming section presents knowledge acquisition
and addresses the semantic annotation of EPC functions/events. Section 3 discusses the
extraction of process patterns and highlights the relationship between semantically
annotated EPC functions/events and extracted process patterns. Section 4 summarizes
the construction of generic process patterns. Section 5 deals with related work. The
paper concludes with a summary of the experiences with the tool support and the
practical experiences.

2

Knowledge Acquisition from EPC Models

Knowledge acquisition aims at extracting the semantic knowledge from natural language
expressions used to describe EPC functions/events and to capture this knowledge in a
shared reference ontology. The ontology is populated automatically during the semantic
annotation process which results in semantically annotated EPC functions/events.
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2.1 Reference Ontology
The introduced reference ontology represents the fundamentals for the comparison of
EPC models. It provides concepts and relations that capture the semantics of lexical
terms used for a natural language description of EPC functions/events. Ontology
instances are identified by their names (e.g. software). The textual counterpart not
necessarily equals the concept instance name. This can result from implicit semantics
imposed by process modelers, especially when using different multiword expressions for
the same concept instance name [BPZ05]. This implies the separation of lexical
knowledge from process knowledge in the reference ontology; textual counterparts of
process ontology instances are mapped to lexical concept instances (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Coherence between Reference Ontology and EPC Functions/Events

The rationale behind the lexical knowledge base is to provide a lightweight, controlled
vocabulary. The design is targeted to data semantic requirements in process modeling. It
introduces concepts such as isAcronymOf that explicitly captures domain specific
acronyms (e.g. SW for Software) or Qualifier that explicitly captures the semantics of
mathematical operations used in EPC functions/events (e.g. Define Test Plan for each
Software Module).
Publicly available resources such as WordNet [WN06] may provide commonsense
vocabulary, but cannot be considered as fully suitable for capturing domain specific
vocabulary. In general, such resources are open world dictionaries, comprising several
hundred thousand open world entities and semantic relationships. It is an unreasonable
demand for a process designer to maintain a controlled domain vocabulary with
unambiguous word meanings within an open world lexicon. A domain specific
controlled vocabulary within an engineering domain usually comprises several hundred
entities that can be maintained easier.
The concepts and relations of process knowledge result from the analysis of natural
language terms describing EPC functions/events and its associated meanings. Figure 2
depicts the process ontology concepts for capturing the semantics of EPC
functions/events. The Top level concept EPC Entity classifies an lexical term either into
a Task(T), or a Process Object(PO) or a State(S) concept. A Process Object represents a
real or an abstract thing being of interest within a (business process) domain. According
to [Ro95, 177 et seq.], the concept for describing a Process Object has the semantic
relations isPartOf (e.g. Project Handbook isPartOf Development Project), isSublcassOf
(e.g. Software Project isSubClassOf Project) and migratesTo (e.g. Software
Requirements migratesTo Software Architecture). A Task can be performed manually by
a human or electronically by a service (e.g. Web Service) for achieving a desired
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(business) objective. It can be specified at different levels of abstraction, refinements or
specializations that are expressed by the semantic relationship hasSubTask.

Figure 2: Process Ontology Concepts for capturing the Semantics of EPC Functions/Events

A State always refers to a Process Object indicating the state that results from
performing a Task on a Process Object. Parameters are process objects that are relevant
for a task execution or a state description. The process ontology comprises the three
parameter types Source Direction Parameter, Target Direction Parameter and Means
Parameter. A Source Direction Parameter defines a source process object, e.g. “Derive
Quality Goal from Specification Document” indicates “Specification Document” as a
Source Direction Parameter. A Target Direction Parameter denotes a recipient process
object within a function execution, e.g. the function “Rework Specification for Project
Plan” specifies “Project Plan” as a Target Direction Parameter. A Means Parameter
semantically describes a process object as an input requirement for task execution. For
example, “Rework Specification with Software Goals” indicates “Software Goals” as a
Means Parameter. Additionally, a function/event may contain a composition of
parameters, expressed by the concept CompositeParameter. For example, “Rework
Specification with Software Goals for Project Handbook” is a composition of the two
parameters “Software Goals” (Means Parameter) and “Project Handbook” (Target
Direction Parameter).
2.2 Semantic Annotation Process
The semantic annotation of EPC models entails the population of reference ontology
instances and establishes a linkage of EPC functions/events to these instances as
illustrated in Figure 3. Knowledge base population requires the extraction of the
semantics of used lexical terms. The semantics relies on propagated guidelines for
naming EPC functions/events. Traditional modeling conventions [Sc98, 189] suggest the
usage of a verb to express a task followed by a noun that refers to a process object for
the naming of EPC functions (e.g. Define:[Task] Architecture:[Process Object]) and the
usage of a passive verb to express a state followed by a noun (associated process object)
for the naming of EPC events (e.g. [Process Object]: Architecture [State]: Defined).
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Figure 3: Example for Semantic Annotation of an EPC Function

The semantic annotation process starts with the extraction of used lexical terms in
natural language expressions. Extracted lexical terms are the input for a term normalizer
component that addresses the problems of word classification and naming conflicts. This
approach reduces the number of potential naming conflicts to synonyms and
abbreviations. Homonyms are neglected since we assume a non ambiguous meaning of
used vocabulary in engineering domains. The determination of word classes (e.g. noun,
verb) requires a matching between a lexical term and a lexical instance captured in the
lexical knowledge base. The matching procedure considers semantic relationships (e.g.
isAbbreviation) associated to a lexical knowledge base instance (e.g. SW is an
abbreviation of Software). If a search for an existing lexical term within the lexical
knowledge base is successful, the certain word class derives from the concept name. In
case of naming conflicts, the term normalizer follows the rule to deliver the base word.
For instance, SW has been identified as an abbreviation for software, consequently, the
term normalizer delivers the term software as a noun. If a query for a lexical term in the
lexical knowledge base delivers an empty result, an automatically driven word
classification is not feasible. In this situation, the publicly available dictionary WordNet
comes into play which is appropriate for the requirement of word classification and
synonym detection. According to [LS04], it is “optimized for lexical categorization and
word-similarity determination”. The term normalizer tries to retrieve semantic
information by consulting WordNet. A WordNet query delivers either a set of word
classes and synonyms (associated to the queried lexical term) or an empty set. In case of
delivering an empty set the term normalizer component requires an interaction with the
analyst in order to get a human classification entry. The term normalizer determines the
word classes and resolves conflicts of lexical. For resolving the process semantics, this
approach suggests the usage of semantic patterns to bridge this gap. Rolland and Achour
[RA98] employ semantic patterns to extract a use case model from ambiguous textual
use case descriptions. Semantic patterns allow the specification of lexical structures of
EPC functions/events and its associated semantics that bridges the gap between informal
and formal representation. Its declarative nature enables the analyst to define an arbitrary
set of naming conventions expressed by means of lexical structures. The following
discussion summarizes the concepts of using and specifying semantic patterns. The
semantic pattern Function (Name) [Task; Process Object] consists of the process
ontology concepts Task(T) and Process Object(PO). It is used as a template for naming
an EPC function. This semantic pattern comprises the following two lexical structures
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(LS) LS1 = [Verb →map T] [Noun →map PO] and LS2 = [Verb →map T] [NounGroup→ map
PO]. This semantic pattern and its defined lexical structures can be used to extract for
example the semantics of the EPC functions “Define Quality Goal” or “Design
Architecture”. The semantic pattern Event(Name)[Process Object; State] addresses the
process ontology concepts Process Object and State. The following initial set of lexical
structures is given LS1 = [Noun →map PO] [PassiveVerb →map S] and
LS2 = [NounGroup→ map PO] [Verb →map S]. “Quality Goal Defined” or “Architecture
Designed” denote simple examples for this semantic pattern. Lexical structures defined
for a semantic pattern type (function or event pattern type) provide the fundamentals in
order to instantiate a semantic pattern.
The semantic pattern analyzer employs analysis rules to generate instantiated semantic
patterns [RA98]. They are specified by a precondition and a body separated by a “→”.
The precondition is expressed on lexical terms and defines when the rule is applicable.
The body denotes an action that generates the instantiated semantic pattern. As an
example, the analysis rule R1: IF MATCH([Verb →map T] [Noun →map PO]) →
GENERATE(Function (Name) [T: Verb; PO: Noun]) applied to the EPC function
“Design Architecture” (application domain software) results in the instantiated semantic
pattern Function (Software)[T: “Design”; PO: “Architecture”]. Analysis rules are used
to determine the semantics of parameters (PA). The parameter type (Source Direction,
Target Direction, Means Parameter) depends on its associated preposition (for, with and
from). The rule R2: IF MATCH([Verb →map T] [Noun →map PO] [Preposition =’For’]
[Noun →map PA]) → GENERATE(Elementary Function (Name) [T:Verb; PO: Noun;
Target Direction Parameter:Noun]) generates an instantiated semantic pattern having a
Target Direction Parameter. Finally, instantiated semantic patterns and its applied
analysis rules are input for the ontology instance generator that populates the underlying
lexical and process knowledge base. The instance generator is responsible for the
establishment of the semantic linkage between EPC functions/events.

3. Extraction of Process Patterns
A process pattern represents a common or best practice solution to solve a particular
problem in a certain context. We interpret problem in the sense of how to achieve a
specific process goal. Goals are either functional or non-functional goals. Functional
goals “represent the purpose or the outcome that the business as a whole is trying to
achieve. Goals control the behaviour of the business and show the desired states of some
resource in the business.” [Me01]. Non-functional goals refer to expected process
qualities such as customization, flexibility, interoperability, performance, safety,
security, usability etc. The process solution associated to a process pattern can either be
an ordered sequence of semantically described EPC functions or a set of interrelated
process patterns. Employing process goals yields several advantages. Process goals
enable a comparison of processes and process fragments. Process fragments pursuing the
same or a similar process goal indicate variants in goal achieving. Hence, a process goal
has at least one process solution. Process goals are not isolated items, they are organized
as a hierarchical tree, representing a decomposition of goals into subgoals through
AND/OR graph structures borrowed from problem reduction techniques in artificial
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intelligence [NI71]. The hierarchical tree consists of process goals and its semantic
relationships that reflect the goal structure of the underlying engineering process. Each
goal in the hierarchical tree has at least one assigned process pattern that provides a
process solution to achieve that goal. Essentially, semantic goal relationships, captured
in a hierarchical process goal tree, specify the semantic relationships between process
patterns. Semantic relationships combine process patterns to larger pattern structures to
unfold their full strength [HG04]. Examples for semantic relationships are hasSuccessor,
isParallelTo, isAlternativeTo, hasRefinement and uses.

Figure 4: Example for a Process Pattern depicted as hierarchical Process Goal Tree

The right part of Figure 4 illustrates an example for a process pattern depicted as a
hierarchical process goal tree. It can be interpreted as follows: in order to achieve the
process goal “Designed Architecture” one may achieve the two process goals
“Elicitated Requirements” and “Estimated Development Costs”. The process pattern
“Requirements Elicitation” has the semantic relationship <<hasSuccessor>> to the
process patterns “Development Costs Estimation” and “Architecture Design” that are in
a <<isParallelTo>> relationship. The semantics of an <<isParallelTo>> relationship
expresses that solutions of these patterns can be modeled as a parallelization or as a
sequence. Figure 4 also sketches a process solution associated to the process pattern
“Requirements Elicitation”. It comprises the two semantically described EPC functions
“Identify Requirements” followed by “Analyze Requirements”. The reference ontology
captures the semantics of process goals and semantically described EPC functions. Due
to space limitations, these references are only depicted for the process pattern
“Requirements Elicitation”, the lexical and concept mappings between lexical
knowledge base and process knowledge base are also omitted.
EPC events provide the fundamentals for identifying functional process goals. Each
event indicates a functional process goal. Figure 5 illustrates the interplay of
semantically annotated EPC functions/events and the extraction of functional process
goals and its associated process solutions for a part of the depicted process pattern in
Figure 5. For reasons of simplicity the depicted reference ontology is reduced to its
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process concept instances. The top level goal “Planned Development Project” denotes
the root goal and it indicates the overall goal satisfied by the software engineering
process that is depicted as EPC model in the left part of Figure 5. This functional goal
derives from the end event “Software Development Project Planned”.
Subgoals are derived from EPC events by considering the following, general applied
mapping rule: if an event is a trivial event it indicates a leaf node within the goal tree,
otherwise non-trivial events indicate a supergoal for preceding subgoals derived from
trivial events. Hence, it is necessary to determine whether an event indicates a trivial
event or a non-trivial event. This information can easily be retrieved by using a reference
ontology. The reference ontology captures state information associated to a performed
task, e.g. function “Identify Requirements” results to the state “Requirement Identified”.
The event “Software Requirements Elicitated” indicates a non-trivial event.
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Figure 5: Extraction of Functional Process Goals from EPC Models

The not modeled event “Requirements for Software Analyzed” at the left part of Figure 5
would denote a trivial event. Hence, the functional process goal “Elicitated
Requirements” denotes a supergoal for the not modeled functional goal “Analyzed
Requirements for Software”. Using EPC events for extracting functional goals and for
organizing them as a hierarchical tree requires to introduce a goal inheritance
relationship. This means that a subgoal inherits all associated goals to a supergoal. This
relationship comes into action if an EPC model comprises several end events, since each
end event constitutes a supergoal.
Process pattern extraction from EPC models aims at conducting a construction of
process patterns automated. It addresses the elicitation of functional process goals and
the construction of a hierarchically organized goal tree. Elicitation of functional process
goals also implies the assignment of semantically described EPC solutions. An approach
for the extraction of non-functional goals is described in the following section.
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4. Construction of Generic Process Patterns
Engineering processes are characterized by an identifiable progression from
requirements, through specification to design and implementation. Each of these phases
comprises context specific tasks, conducted similarly in different engineering domains
[MIC00], e.g. the task “Design Architecture” usually follows the task “Identify
Requirements”. Similarly conducted tasks in different engineering domains motivate the
extraction of generic process patterns, tracing back to obviously existing structural
analogies in process models. Generic process patterns reflect this similarity. They
represent abstracted reference solutions for engineering domains.
The left part of Figure 6 depicts the generic process pattern “Planning Development
Project” abstracted from two process patterns. Each of these process patterns captures a
project planning process in different engineering domains. They are depicted as
simplified process pattern models that omit their associated process goals. One may
recognize the similarity between the two process patterns. The generic process pattern
represents an abstracted solution for achieving the goal GF(M2) “Project Planned” in the
engineering domain. The generic process pattern is a composition of the process patterns
“Requirements Elicitation”, “Costs Estimation” and “Definition Development Plan”.
These patterns are coupled by means of the semantic relationship <<hasSuccessor>>.

Figure 6: Example for a Generic Process Pattern

The construction of generic process patterns relies on matching between process goals
that calculate a similarity degree mapped to a matching table. The matching table
consists of relations that are pairs of process goals having a similarity degree exceeding a
predefined parameter value (e.g. 0.5). Process patterns achieving these goals are
candidates for the generic process pattern construction. In a first step, a pair of matching
process goals is abstracted to one generic process goal. Afterwards, assigned process
patterns of a process goal matching pair represent candidates for a generic process
pattern.
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Figure 7: Generic Process Pattern Construction

The example in Figure 7 abstracts the process patterns P12, P13 and P21 to the generic
process pattern PG1. Generic process patterns are characterized by a frequency value,
expressing the number of instances a generic process pattern has. Abstracting process
patterns to generic process patterns also requires the definition of semantic relationships
between generic process patterns. Let us reconsider Figure 6, the generic process
patterns “Requirements Elicitation” and “Costs Estimation” have a <<hasSuccessor>>
relationship with a frequency of two. The semantic relationship and its associated
frequency value results from evaluating the semantic relationships defined in process
patterns that are candidates for generic pattern construction. Generic process pattern
construction also enables identifying non-functional process goals. The non-functional
goal “Ensure Customer Quality Requirements” consists of three functional subgoals
(“Define Quality Goals” etc.) that achieve this non-functional goal. It results from the
fact that three process patterns of the hardware engineering process do not have a similar
equivalent within the software development model and each of these process patterns
addresses the process object Quality. An automatic acquisition of non-functional goals is
only capable to extract potential non-functional goal candidates; the final semantics must
be specified and verified by the analyst.

5. Related Work
Related work primarily emerges from the areas process and plan ontology. Enhancing
Business Process Management (BPM) with semantic web technologies to overcome
obstacles in automated processing has triggered a new wave in research and practice
(e.g. [He05] and the articles in [He07]). A lot of work already has been done in process
ontology design. Business Process Management Ontology (BPMO) is a fully-fledged
semantic business process modeling framework [Ya07]. Semantic EPC (sEPC) [HR07]
has emerged from the SUPER Project [Su07] and aims at supporting the annotation of
EPC models. Plan ontologies such as the Dolce+DnS Plan Ontology (DPPO) [Ga04] are
founded on a theory of planning problems and on semantic descriptions of plans. [TF07]
describes a similar approach that addresses the semantic annotation of EPC models.
Summarizing the related, ontology-based approaches for a semantic process description,
the proposed approaches do not focus on the semantics of natural language elements in
EPC functions/events and provide scarcely solutions for an automatic population of
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underlying ontologies. Finally, we differentiate our process pattern approach from
similar-sounding process mining. Process mining [Aa03] operates on process logs that
are produced during process execution. These logs are used to construct adequately
process specifications that model the behavior registered. Our mining approach operates
on a given set of EPC models with the objective to construct generalized process
patterns.

6. Conclusion: Tool Support and Practical Experiences
The presented approach for process pattern extraction from EPC models shows how to
extract semantically described process patterns from EPC models and how to deal with
the involved natural language problem. It can be used to bridge the gap between semiformal process representations and formal ontologies. Semantically annotated EPC
functions/events are input for process pattern extraction that identifies semantically
described process goals of EPC functions and organizes them into hierarchies. Generic
process patterns emerge from process patterns that have common process goals. The
introduced approach has been prototypically implemented within the Business Process
Improvement (BPI) project that was funded by Siemens Munich. We performed several
analysis sessions for hardware and software engineering processes with our prototype.
The achieved results are promising for reference model construction since we identified
several common practices.
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